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ABSTRACT 26 

The mammalian breathing rhythm putatively originates from Dbx1-derived interneurons in 27 

the preBötzinger complex (preBötC) of the ventral medulla. Cumulative deletion of ~15% of 28 

Dbx1 preBötC neurons in an in vitro breathing model stops rhythmic bursts of respiratory-29 

related motor output. Here we assemble in silico models of preBötC networks using random 30 

graphs for structure, and ordinary differential equations for dynamics, to examine the 31 

mechanisms responsible for the loss of spontaneous respiratory rhythm and motor output 32 

measured experimentally in vitro. Model networks subjected to cellular ablations similarly 33 

discontinue functionality. However, our analyses indicate that model preBötC networks 34 

remain topologically intact even after rhythm cessation, suggesting that dynamics coupled 35 

with structural properties of the underlying network are responsible for rhythm cessation. 36 

Simulations show that cumulative cellular ablations diminish the number of neurons that can 37 

be recruited to spike per unit time. When the recruitment rate drops below 1 neuron/ms the 38 

network stops spontaneous rhythmic activity. Neurons that play pre-eminent roles in 39 

rhythmogenesis include those that commence spiking during the quiescent phase between 40 

respiratory bursts and those with a high number of incoming synapses, which both play key 41 

roles in recruitment, i.e., recurrent excitation leading to network bursts. Selectively ablating 42 

neurons with many incoming synapses impairs recurrent excitation and stops spontaneous 43 

rhythmic activity and motor output with lower ablation tallies compared to random deletions. 44 

This study provides a theoretical framework for the operating mechanism of mammalian 45 

central pattern generator networks and their susceptibility to loss of function in the case of 46 

disease or neurodegeneration.  47 
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 48 

Interneurons of the preBötzinger complex (preBötC) play an essential role in respiratory 49 

rhythmogenesis in rodents, which may apply to mammals in general, including humans. 50 

Piecewise destruction of the preBötC, which retains spontaneous function in vitro, impairs 51 

rhythmicity and eventually irreversibly terminates respiratory rhythmogenesis. However, little 52 

is known regarding the reason for rhythm cessation. The present study shows that basic 53 

network structure is retained, but nevertheless cumulative neuron deletions disturb the 54 

process of recurrent excitation, leading to the failure of burst initiation and the loss of 55 

spontaneous rhythmic activity. This study proposes a plausible explanation for how the 56 

respiratory oscillator loses functionality when subject to piecewise destruction, which could 57 

help explain neurodegenerative disease etiology.   58 
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INTRODUCTION 59 

Inspiratory breathing movements originate within the preBötzinger complex (preBötC) of the 60 

lower medulla (Smith et al., 1991; Feldman and Del Negro, 2006; Feldman et al., 2013; 61 

Moore et al., 2013). The underlying mechanisms that generate inspiratory rhythm and their 62 

susceptibility to failure in conditions of deterioration or disease remain incompletely 63 

understood. Here we address these interrelated issues using modeling and simulation.  64 

Interneurons whose progenitors express the homeodomain transcription factor Dbx1 (i.e., 65 

Dbx1 neurons) are glutamatergic and form local and commissural excitatory synaptic 66 

connections. These neurons may comprise the excitatory rhythmogenic core of the preBötC 67 

according to the Dbx1 core hypothesis (Bouvier et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2010; Picardo et al., 68 

2013), which predicts that cumulative destruction of Dbx1 neurons in the preBötC should 69 

irreversibly impair and then prohibit respiratory rhythm by degrading the core oscillator. This 70 

prediction was experimentally tested by photonically destroying Dbx1 preBötC neurons in 71 

rhythmically active slices that retain the preBötC, while monitoring breathing-related motor 72 

output from the hypoglossal (XII) cranial nerve. Inspiratory motor output decreased in 73 

amplitude and frequency until the spontaneous rhythm irreversibly terminated after ~15% of 74 

the Dbx1 preBötC population was destroyed (Wang et al., 2014). 75 

These data support the Dbx1 core hypothesis but cannot explain the cessation of network 76 

rhythm, which could have structural or dynamical explanations. First, loss of rhythm could 77 

coincide with a precipitous drop in network connectivity (i.e., structure), which impairs 78 

neuronal communication and thus precludes coordinated activity. Second, removing 79 

constituent neurons could decrease excitability or lower baseline membrane potential of the 80 

neurons that remain and thus impede burst generation. It is also possible that cumulative 81 

cellular ablations cause structural and dynamical changes whose combined effects halt 82 

rhythmic activity. 83 
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Inspiratory neural bursts in the preBötC depend on excitatory synaptic transmission (Greer 84 

et al., 1991; Funk et al., 1993; Ge and Feldman, 1998; Rekling et al., 2000; Wallén-85 

Mackenzie et al., 2006). According to the logic of a canonical network oscillator (Grillner, 86 

2006) recurrent excitation spreads from active presynaptic neurons to quiescent 87 

postsynaptic partners, which causes temporal summation and recruitment to the active burst 88 

phase (Rubin et al., 2009). Cumulatively ablating ~39 neurons in the model preBötC (330 89 

neurons in total) stops spontaneous rhythmic function. Here we show that this loss of 90 

function is not linked solely to deterioration of network structure as determined by a subset 91 

of formal network measures, but by the combined effect of loss of network structure and 92 

neuronal dynamics.  Selectively targeting neurons that have a large number of incoming 93 

synapses decreases the ablation tally considerably, emphasizing the importance of these 94 

synaptic properties for spontaneous rhythmic function. We conclude that rhythm cessation is 95 

attributable to the loss of constituent neurons with large numbers of incoming synapses or 96 

high excitability (or both), which impedes recurrent excitation by diminishing the rate at 97 

which synaptic transmission among network constituents recruits more neurons to join the 98 

active phase. Failing to reach a threshold rate of 1 neuron/ms, recurrent excitation cannot 99 

spread fast enough to recruit the entire network; subsequent spontaneous bursts no longer 100 

occur. This study is important for understanding basic mechanisms of rhythm generation and 101 

potentially for restoring functionality to arrhythmic networks in pathological conditions and 102 

disease.  103 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 104 

Rubin-Hayes preBötC interneuron model 105 

Each node (i.e., neuron) is populated with a Rubin-Hayes preBötC model (Rubin et al., 106 

2009; Dunmyre et al., 2011), which features Hodgkin-Huxley-like spiking currents and four 107 

additional currents: calcium-activated non-specific cation current (ICAN) (Crowder et al., 2007; 108 
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Pace et al., 2007a; Mironov, 2008, 2013; Pace and Del Negro, 2008; Mironov and Skorova, 109 

2011), persistent sodium current (INaP) (Del Negro et al., 2002a; Ptak et al., 2005; Koizumi 110 

and Smith, 2008), excitatory synaptic current mediated predominantly by AMPA receptors 111 

(Isyn) (Funk et al., 1993; Ge and Feldman, 1998; Wallén-Mackenzie et al., 2006), and 112 

electrogenic Na/K ATPase pump current (Ipump) (Del Negro et al., 2009; Krey et al., 2010). 113 

The model features material balance equations for intracellular calcium and sodium 114 

concentrations. The Rubin-Hayes model is in the public domain 115 

(http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/ShowModel.asp?model=125649).  116 

The current-balance equation takes the form: 117 

𝐶
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
=  −𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑉) − 𝐼𝑁𝑎(𝑉, 𝑚, ℎ) − 𝐼𝑘(𝑉, 𝑛) − 𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑁(𝑉, 𝐶𝑎) − 𝐼𝑁𝑎−𝑃(𝑉, ℎ𝑁𝑎−𝑃)

− 𝐼𝑠𝑦𝑛(𝑉, 𝑠1 … 𝑠𝑁) − 𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝑁𝑎) 

where 118 

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑥∞(𝑉) − 𝑥) 𝑇𝑥(𝑉)⁄  

𝑑𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= ((1 − 𝑠)𝑠∞(𝑉) − 𝑘𝑠𝑠) 𝑇𝑠⁄  

𝑑𝐶𝑎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜀 (∑ 𝑠𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

∙ 𝑘𝐼𝑃3 − 𝑘𝐶𝑎(𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑎∞)) 

𝑑𝑁𝑎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼(−𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑁(𝑉, 𝐶𝑎) − 𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝑁𝑎)) 

describe the evolution of the state variables, for each 𝑥 ∈ {𝑚, ℎ, 𝑛, ℎ𝑁𝑎−𝑃}.   119 

Membrane currents are described with chord-conductance equations, in some cases 120 

modified for Ca2+ or Na+ gating (ICAN and Ipump) (Li et al., 1996):  121 

𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑉) = 𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐿) 

𝐼𝑁𝑎(𝑉, 𝑚, ℎ) = 𝑔𝑁𝑎𝑚3ℎ(𝑉 − 𝐸𝑁𝑎) 

𝐼𝑁𝑎−𝑃(𝑉, ℎ𝑁𝑎−𝑃) = 𝑔𝑁𝑎−𝑃𝑚𝑁𝑎−𝑃∞
ℎ𝑁𝑎−𝑃(𝑉 − 𝐸𝑁𝑎) 
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𝐼𝐾(𝑉, 𝑛) = 𝑔𝐾𝑛4(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐾) 

𝐼𝐶𝐴𝑁(𝑉, 𝐶𝑎) = 𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑁 (𝑉 − 𝐸𝐶𝐴𝑁) (1 + exp ((𝐶𝑎 − 𝑘𝐶𝐴𝑁) 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑁))⁄⁄  

𝐼𝑠𝑦𝑛(𝑉, 𝑠1 … 𝑠𝑁) = 𝑔𝑠𝑦𝑛 ∑ 𝑠𝑖(𝑉 − 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑛)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

where N is the number of presynaptic neurons and {𝑠1 … 𝑠𝑁} is the set of presynaptic s 122 

variables, and  𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝑁𝑎) = 𝑟𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝(𝜙(𝑁𝑎) − 𝜙(𝑁𝑎∞)). 123 

The remaining functions in the model, including those representing the voltage-dependence 124 

of channel kinetics, are:  125 

𝑥∞(𝑉) = 1 (1 + exp (
𝑉 − 𝜃𝑥

𝜎𝑥
))⁄  

𝑇𝑥(𝑉) = 𝑇𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥
cosh (

𝑉 − 𝜃𝑥

2𝜎𝑥
)⁄  

𝜙(𝑁𝑎) = 𝑁𝑎3 (𝑁𝑎3 + 𝑘𝑁𝑎
3 )⁄  

Model parameters are set to the following values, unless otherwise specified:  126 

𝐶 = 45 𝑝𝐹, 𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 3 ± 0.78 𝑛𝑆, 𝐸𝐿 = −61.46 𝑚𝑉, 𝑔𝑁𝑎 = 150 𝑛𝑆, 𝑔𝑁𝑎−𝑃 = 1 𝑛𝑆, 𝑔𝐾 = 30 𝑛𝑆, 

 𝐸𝐾 = −75 𝑚𝑉, 𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑁 = 4 ± 0.75 𝑛𝑆, 𝐸𝐶𝐴𝑁 = 0 𝑚𝑉, 𝑔𝑠𝑦𝑛 = 3.25 𝑛𝑆, 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑛 = 0 𝑚𝑉, 

  𝜃𝑚 = −36 𝑚𝑉, 𝜎𝑚 = −8.5 𝑚𝑉, 𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 1 𝑚𝑠, 𝜃ℎ = −30 𝑚𝑉, 𝜎ℎ = 5 𝑚𝑉, 𝑇ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 15 𝑚𝑠,  

 𝜃𝑛 = −30 𝑚𝑉, 𝜎𝑛 = −5 𝑚𝑉, 𝑇𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 30 𝑚𝑠, 𝜃𝑠 = 15 𝑚𝑉, 𝜎𝑠 = −3 𝑚𝑉, 𝑇𝑠 = 15 𝑚𝑠, 

𝜃𝑚𝑁𝑎−𝑃
= −40 𝑚𝑉, 𝜎𝑚𝑁𝑎−𝑃

= −6 𝑚𝑉, 𝜃ℎ𝑁𝑎−𝑃
= −48 𝑚𝑉, 𝜎ℎ𝑁𝑎−𝑃

= 6 𝑚𝑉,  

 𝑇𝑁𝑎−𝑃 = 15 𝑚𝑠, 𝑘𝐶𝑎 = 22.5 𝑚𝑠−1, 𝑘𝐶𝐴𝑁 = 0.9, 𝜎𝐶𝐴𝑁 = −0.05 𝑚𝑉, 𝑘𝑠 = 1,  

𝑘𝐼𝑃3 = 1200 𝜇𝑀 ∙ 𝑚𝑠−1, 𝑟𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 = 200 𝑝𝐴, 𝑘𝑁𝑎 = 10 𝑚𝑀, 𝐶𝑎∞ = 0.05 𝜇𝑀, 𝑁𝑎∞ = 5 𝑚𝑀,  

𝜀 = 0.0007, 𝛼 = 6.6 × 10−5 𝑚𝑀 ∙ 𝑝𝐴−1 ∙ 𝑚𝑠−1, 𝛾 = 500 𝑝𝐴2 

Synaptic inputs and Calcium dynamics. Synaptically triggered increases in cytosolic Ca2+ 127 

directly activate ICAN. We coupled the synaptic variable s to the Ca2+ equation. The synaptic 128 

variable s represents both ionotropic and metabotropic glutamatergic receptor (mGluR) 129 
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activation. Cytosolic Ca2+ changes are attributable to influx through voltage-gated Ca2+ 130 

channels evoked by AMPA receptor-mediated depolarization as well as group I mGluRs that 131 

evoke intracellular Ca2+ release from stores in the endoplasmic reticulum (Pace et al., 2007a; 132 

Pace and Del Negro, 2008). Rather than explicitly model the biophysics and intracellular 133 

signaling that elevate intracellular Ca2+, we abstracted the process such that when a 134 

presynaptic neuron discharges an action potential, its corresponding synaptic gating variable 135 

s increments, which then raises intracellular Ca2+ in all the postsynaptic neurons to which it 136 

projects. The parameter kIP3 governs how much Ca2+ increases per unit increment in s. 137 

Variable s also appears in the chord-conductance equation for Isyn, where it controls AMPA 138 

receptor gating.  139 

Parameters. The model maintains rhythmic function over substantial variation in 140 

𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑁, 𝑔𝑁𝑎−𝑃, 𝑘𝐼𝑃3, 𝑔𝑠𝑦𝑛, 𝑟𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝, and 𝑘𝐶𝑎 from nominal baseline values when 𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝  is present. 141 

Initial values for the membrane potential and gating variables were set constant. The 142 

parameters 𝑔𝐶𝐴𝑁, 𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘, and overall 𝑔𝑠𝑦𝑛 were randomly assigned from Gaussian 143 

distributions given the average and standard deviation listed above. Then, 𝑔𝑠𝑦𝑛was 144 

normalized by the in-degree of each neuron so that the maximum synaptic conductance was 145 

equal in all constituent neurons.  146 

Network simulations  147 

We modeled the preBötC as a directed network because excitatory chemical synapses, 148 

rather than gap junctions, are central to its rhythmic function (Greer et al., 1991; Funk et al., 149 

1993; Rekling et al., 2000; Wallén-Mackenzie et al., 2006). Having no empirical information 150 

about network topology, we applied an Erdős-Rényi random graph (Newman et al., 2001) as 151 

the underlying model of preBötC network structure.  152 

Erdős-Rényi random networks were generated via two parameters, the network size n and 153 
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connection probability p. We denote the underlying graphs as G(n,p) (Gilbert, 1959). 154 

Population size was fixed at n = 330 Dbx1 neurons (Hayes et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). 155 

Excitatory chemical synapses were reported in 13% of paired whole-cell patch-clamp 156 

recordings from putatively rhythm-generating preBötC neurons in mouse slices (Rekling et 157 

al., 2000), and thus we used p = 0.125.  158 

We simulated the network models on the Sciclone computing complex at the College of 159 

William & Mary, which features 193 nodes with a total of 943 CPU (central processing unit) 160 

cores, 5.9 terabytes of physical memory, 220 terabytes of disk capacity, and peak 161 

performance of 21.2 teraflops. We used a Runge-Kutta fourth-order numerical integration 162 

routine with fixed time step of 0.25 ms. Network models were subjected to 100 random 163 

deletions because a tally of less than 100 Dbx1 neuron laser ablations was experimentally 164 

demonstrated to silence spontaneous respiratory rhythm in an experimental slice model of 165 

breathing (Wang et al., 2014). For simulations, one neuron was deleted every 25 s 166 

(simulated time). Neuron deletions were achieved by setting the synaptic state variable and 167 

its corresponding differential equation to zero, thereby disconnecting the cell from the 168 

remaining network. All cumulative neuron deletion simulations were conducted on 169 

NeuronetExperimenter, a software that simulates large sets of biological neurons arranged 170 

with arbitrary network connectivity (http://sourceforge.net/projects/neuronetexp/). All 171 

following analyses were conducted on Matlab (R2015a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). 172 

A running time spike histogram provided a convenient measure of ensemble network activity, 173 

akin to the experimental recording of respiratory-related hypoglossal nerve (XII) root 174 

discharge in vitro (Smith et al., 1991; Funk and Greer, 2013). The histogram counted the 175 

number of spikes per 10-ms bin, where bins were contiguous for the duration of the 176 

simulation. Neurons no longer contributed to the running time spike histogram after ablation.  177 

Transient glutamatergic stimulation of constituent model neurons mimicked a holographic 178 
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glutamate un-caging protocol applied to preBötC neurons (Kam et al., 2013a). Focal 179 

stimulation was achieved by setting the synaptic state variable to 0.6 for 200 ms, without 180 

modifying the differential equation, leading to an exponential relaxation of glutamatergic 181 

excitation.  182 

Static network (topological) analysis 183 

The connectivity of a network is reported by the entries in its adjacency matrix A, where Aij = 184 

1 if and only if there is a directed link (synaptic connection) from neuron i to neuron j; 185 

otherwise, Aij = 0. In discrete simulations that examine only the topological structure of the 186 

underlying graph G(n,p), without considering the dynamics of nodes and links (i.e., neurons 187 

and synapses), ablations were modeled by removing nodes from the network along with 188 

their links. We computed three global metrics (K-core, number of strongly connected 189 

components, as well as the average in/out degree) at the initial state of the network and for 190 

its corresponding state after each one of a sequence of 100 random deletions were 191 

performed. Also, for each deleted node, we computed four local metrics (local cluster 192 

coefficient, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, and communicability centrality) to 193 

indicate the importance of the node that was (in each case) removed from the network.  194 

Local cluster coefficient. It measures how close the neighbors of the node are to being a 195 

complete directed graph, i.e., a graph where each node is connected to every other node. 196 

For a node vi with ki links, the local cluster coefficient is defined as 197 

𝐶𝑖 =
|{𝐴𝑗𝑘: 𝑣𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 , 𝐴𝑗𝑘 = 1}|

𝑘𝑖(𝑘𝑖 − 1)
 

where Ni is the neighborhood of vi, (the sub-graph formed by all the nodes vi connects to, 198 

that is, all the out-neighbors of vi) (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). The numerator is the number 199 

of actual connections within Ni while the denominator is the number of connections if Ni is a 200 

complete directed graph.  201 
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Closeness centrality. The farness of node vi is defined as the sum of shortest paths from vi 202 

to every other node reachable by vi along directed paths in the network. Closeness of vi is 203 

the reciprocal of the farness and closeness centrality is simply the product of closeness and 204 

the number of nodes n (Sabidussi, 1966).  205 

Betweenness centrality. It measures the frequency that a node acts as a bridge in the 206 

shortest path between two other nodes, according to the following formula:  207 

𝐶𝐵(𝑣) = ∑
𝜎𝑠𝑡(𝑣)

𝜎𝑠𝑡
𝑠≠𝑣≠𝑡

 

where s, v, and t are three different nodes in the graph G(n,p), 𝜎𝑠𝑡(𝑣) is the number of 208 

shortest paths between s and t through v, while 𝜎𝑠𝑡 is the total number of shortest paths 209 

between s and t (Newman, 2005). Betweenness centrality is usually normalized by dividing 210 

by the number of total possible node pairs (n–1)(n–2) (excluding v). 211 

Strongly connected components (SCC). The strongly connected components of a directed 212 

graph G(n,p) are sub-graphs in which there is a path – in both directions – from each node 213 

to every other node (Diestel, 2010). Therefore the number of SCC can exceed unity. 214 

Nonetheless, when SCC = 1 the existing network is said to be fully connected, i.e., there are 215 

no isolated islands and every node can connect to every other node via a finite number of 216 

directed links. 217 

K-core. It refers to the maximum sub-graph whose constituent nodes have at least k links 218 

(connections), where an incoming synaptic connection and an outgoing synaptic projection 219 

are equivalent in terms of counting links.  220 

Average in and out degree. Network connectivity of a directed graph G(n,p) is represented 221 

by the entries in its adjacency matrix A(n x n). The sum of the ith row 𝑑𝑖
out = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1  is the 222 

out-degree of the ith node while the sum of the ith column 𝑑𝑖
in = ∑ 𝐴𝑗𝑖

𝑛
𝑗=1  is the in-degree for 223 
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the ith node. Thus, the average in- and out-degree are given by 
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑑𝑖

in𝑛
𝑖=1  and 

1

𝑛
∑ 𝑑𝑖

out𝑛
𝑖=1 , 224 

respectively. 225 

  226 
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Active sub-network analysis 227 

In order to explore the interaction between network structure and neuronal dynamics, we 228 

examine network topology at various time points during simulations by taking a snap shot of 229 

the network and analyzing the states of the neurons and synaptic interconnections (directed 230 

links). If a structural connection from neuron i to j (i.e., Aij = 1) exists but the excitability of 231 

presynaptic neuron is below some activity threshold then ostensibly the connection is 232 

nullified because it has no postsynaptic impact. We define the sub-network that considers 233 

only active synapses to be the functionally active sub-network, thereby modifying the actual 234 

network structure according to physiological dynamics.  235 

Synaptic excitation evokes the inward current ICAN, which influences burst generation in the 236 

Rubin-Hayes model. The model also includes inward currents INaP and Isyn. We examined 237 

active sub-networks based on ICAN, INaP, Isyn, and s (which gates Isyn and, indirectly, ICAN).  238 

Each simulation consists of N bursts before rhythm cessation, with peak times (tx) of the 239 

inspiratory-like bursts (t1, t2, … , tN) and the periods (Tx) between them (T1, T2, … , TN-1). We 240 

define an analytic window equal to min (𝑇𝑥−1, 𝑇𝑥), where 𝑥 ∈ [2, 𝑁 − 1], centered at tx. The 241 

last time window equals TN-1, centered at tN. For each neuron at each time step we compute 242 

the average ICAN (in units of pA) over its corresponding analytic window. Although peak ICAN 243 

transiently reaches 9-15 nA, the average ICAN over the duration of the analytic window is 244 

much smaller, ranging from 0-10 pA. Then, we identify subsets of neurons whose ICAN 245 

exceeds a series of arbitrary equidistant thresholds (-2 pA, -2.25 pA, … , -5.5 pA) within that 246 

time window, which we define as the active sub-network. At any given level set for ICAN 247 

thresholds, we sorted neurons according to their appearance (or absence) in the active sub-248 

network. By varying the thresholds systematically, we rank-ordered the neurons according to 249 

the frequency of their appearance in the active sub-network. Then, we selectively ablated 250 

neurons in the sequence of their active sub-network rank order.  251 
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RESULTS 252 

We simulated the preBötC using networks of Rubin-Hayes model neurons whose underlying 253 

connectivity was described by Erdős-Rényi random graphs G(n,p) with network size n = 330 254 

and synaptic connection probability p = 0.125. We determined these values after searching 255 

(n,p) parameter space for rhythmic networks whose behavior matched the respiratory 256 

rhythm in slice preparations (Rekling et al., 2000; Hayes et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). EL 257 

and gNaP were fixed at -61.46 mV and 1 nS, respectively, because these parameters are 258 

physiologically realistic and within the operating range of the original Rubin-Hayes model 259 

(Rubin et al., 2009) as well as the modified version that includes INaP (Dunmyre et al., 2011). 260 

At the start of each simulation (given n, p, EL, and gNaP as described above) the networks 261 

were spontaneously rhythmic but sequentially deleting constituent neurons slowed and then 262 

irreversibly stopped the rhythm. The cumulative tally to stop the rhythm was 39.1 ± 13.2 263 

(mean ± SD), which represents 11.8% of the network (n=15 simulations).  264 

The above tally underestimates the experimental tally by about half, 85 ± 20. Although we 265 

proposed that premotor neurons in the preBötC, which the model lacks, could explain – at 266 

least in part – this model-experiment disparity (Wang et al., 2014), we did not previously 267 

investigate whether the excitability parameter EL or the conductance gNaP influenced the 268 

ablation tally. To do so here, we first tested how EL and gNaP influence network behavior. 269 

Using the same network realization, i.e., the same underlying G(n,p) structure, we simulated 270 

networks with EL spanning from -60.6 mV to -62.5 mV (EL outside this range is not 271 

physiologically realistic) and gNaP spanning from1 nS to 1.5 nS (gNaP < 1 nS is not 272 

physiologically realistic). Simulations ran for 30 s absent neuron deletions to quantify 273 

network rhythmicity (Figure 1, blocks are color-coded for cycle period). Lowering either EL or 274 

gNaP slowed down the rhythm, such that for some (EL, gNaP) pairs the rhythm stopped (black 275 

squares in Figure 1) and for some the period would exceed 10 s (grey squares in Figure 1) 276 

whereas elevating EL or gNaP had the opposite effect (it speeds up the rhythm) such that for 277 
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some (EL, gNaP) pairs the cycle period was ~1 s (red squares in Figure 1). Networks along 278 

the diagonal (within the dotted white line in Figure 1) reflect the set of (EL, gNaP) pairs whose 279 

networks produce experimentally reasonable cycle periods of 3.5-5 s. The ablation tally did 280 

not vary systematically along this diagonal (29.1 ± 8.0, mean ± standard deviation, n=17) 281 

when the network was subjected to the same neuron deletion sequence. However, 282 

cumulative ablation experiments performed on networks to the right of this diagonal resulted 283 

in much faster cycle periods (~1 s) and notably higher ablation tallies (orange and red 284 

squares with ablation tallies in Figure 1). These results indicate that the ablation tally 285 

depends on the initial cycle period such that the initial period could be treated as a proxy for 286 

the network robustness. Furthermore, these results indicate that (EL, gNaP) combinations that 287 

yield networks with cycle period in the range 3.5-5 s are equally sensitive to cumulative 288 

cellular ablation.  289 

Given that various (EL, gNaP) pairs produce realistic network rhythms, and the trade-off 290 

between EL and gNaP results in commensurate ablation tallies, we used gNaP = 1 nS, which is 291 

consistent with the richest set of dynamical behaviors (including voltage-dependent bursting-292 

pacemaker activity) in the Rubin-Hayes model as extended by Dunmyre et al. (2011) and EL 293 

= -61.46 mV, which straddles the two blocks on the diagonal line in Figure 1. 294 

Cell ablation stops rhythm with no precipitous drop in network connectivity 295 

Previously, we reported canonical local and global measures of topology for the underlying 296 

graph G(n,p) at the start of a simulation and after piecewise cellular deletions stopped the 297 

rhythm (see Supplementary file 2 in Wang et al., 2014). Here, we provide more detail by 298 

tracking the state of network topology as a function of cumulative percent of total ablations 299 

(Figure 2). During progressive ablation sequences, there were no major changes in 300 

measures of local connectivity, i.e., local metrics, such as local cluster coefficient (LCC), 301 

closeness centrality (CC), and betweenness centrality (BC). A network is strongly connected 302 
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if a directed path exists between any two constituent nodes, which can be quantified by the 303 

number of strongly connected components (SCC). Cumulative deletion sequences at no 304 

point caused SCC to depart from unity (a fully connected graph). Other global connectivity 305 

metrics such as the K-core and the average in-degree showed linear declines. Whereas 306 

network burst frequency declined to zero in each simulation, K-core remained above 12 and 307 

the average in-degree remained above 28. These data indicate that the model networks 308 

remain fully connected for the entire duration of cumulative cellular ablation simulations that 309 

invariably stop rhythmic function.  310 

The linear drop in average in-degree and K-core are logical effects due to cumulative neuron 311 

deletions from the network. However, we are unable to fully identify their dynamics effects 312 

unless we consider the loss of network structure in tandem with the neuronal dynamics.  313 

Active sub-network analysis 314 

Next we addressed how cumulative ablations affect network excitability, which encompasses 315 

a range of cellular and synaptic factors. Network burst output, which was quantified by the 316 

running time spike histogram (Figure 3, red traces), did not decline during the ablation 317 

sequence. Figure 3 shows three individual bursts, including the final one, with faster sweep 318 

speed to emphasize their similarity. Likewise, there was no systematic drop in baseline 319 

membrane potential, as quantified by the average voltage trace for all constituent neurons in 320 

the remaining network, and shown for three representative cells (Figure 3, black traces).  321 

Because the topology of the underlying graph G(n,p) remained strongly connected (Figure 2) 322 

and network burst output did not decline (Figure 3), we sought a more fine-grained analysis 323 

to identify how cumulative cellular ablations changed the system such that it stopped its 324 

autonomous rhythmic function. To begin we exploited an obvious property of the nervous 325 

system: neurons may share a synaptic connection, but unless the presynaptic partner is 326 

spiking and excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) are registered in the postsynaptic 327 
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partner, then their connection is not active. Conversely, an active synaptic connection 328 

features a presynaptic neuron whose spikes trigger EPSPs in the postsynaptic partner. 329 

Thus we analyzed active sub-networks consisting of synaptically engaged partners as 330 

defined above. For this analysis, spike generation indicated presynaptic activity, with 331 

corresponding postsynaptic activity was gauged by four different metrics related to ICAN, INaP, 332 

Isyn, and state variable s.  333 

ICAN was formulated as a synaptically triggered inward current based on experimental 334 

evidence (Crowder et al., 2007; Pace et al., 2007a; Mironov, 2008, 2013; Pace and Del 335 

Negro, 2008; Rubin et al., 2009; Mironov and Skorova, 2011). Its activation depends 336 

proximally on cytosolic Ca2+, which rises due to synaptic drive from presynaptic partners. 337 

Once activated, ICAN generates postsynaptic bursts. Therefore ICAN is a cellular parameter 338 

whose magnitude depends both on the number of presynaptic partners and their activity 339 

(topology and dynamics). Taking the average value of ICAN for each neuron over an analytic 340 

time window centered at the peak of each inspiratory burst (see Methods for full definition), 341 

we generated a time series of active sub-network snapshots spanning the simulation. All the 342 

constituent neurons whose average ICAN exceeded some threshold value comprised the 343 

active sub-network. Figure 4A plots the size of the ICAN active sub-network for five different 344 

thresholds (-2, -3, -3.5, -4, and -5 pA) during the course of one representative simulation. 345 

Note, ICAN may transiently exceed 9 nA, but its average over the entire analytic window is 346 

much lower, thus threshold is one thousand-fold less than peak ICAN. Cumulative cell ablation 347 

caused the ICAN active sub-network size to fluctuate and progressively diminish until the 348 

rhythm stopped. ICAN active sub-network size often locked onto a particular value, and 349 

remained there despite ongoing cellular ablations, then fluctuated between levels, before 350 

finally locking onto a new smaller size. Although not illustrated in Figure 4, each decrement 351 

of the ICAN active sub-network size was accompanied by a corresponding decrease in burst 352 

frequency (further explained below and in Figure 5).  353 
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We further analyzed active sub-networks based on INaP, Isyn, and s using the same network 354 

realization and cell-deletion sequence. A range of threshold values for INaP, Isyn, and s were 355 

used to compute active sub-network size (Figure 4B-D).  356 

INaP transiently reaches several hundred picoamperes but its average over the analysis 357 

window is much lower. We used a threshold range from ~0 to -8.0 pA (-2, -2.75, -3.5, -4.25, 358 

and -4.75 pA are shown in Figure 4B). Regardless of threshold, the INaP active sub-network 359 

size declined linearly without precipitous changes during the ablation sequence. These 360 

results suggest that INaP is not diagnostic for a breakdown in network function.  361 

Isyn also transiently measures over one hundred picoamperes but its average over the 362 

analysis window is much lower. We used a threshold range from -0.25 to -1.2 pA (Figure 4C 363 

shows -0.25, -0.4, -0.5, -0.6, and -0.8 pA because larger thresholds produced active sub-364 

networks of size zero). Isyn active sub-network size showed step-wise increases for 365 

intermediate thresholds with more noise compared to the ICAN active sub-network. These 366 

increases occurred at approximately the same time points where the ICAN active sub-network 367 

decreased in size, which suggest that deficits in ICAN (and the ICAN active sub-network) 368 

caused by cell ablation are partially compensated by ionotropic synaptic current Isyn (and the 369 

Isyn active sub-network).  370 

In the case of the synaptic gating variable s (all thresholds on the unitless interval [0,1]), no 371 

network degradation was seen for any threshold. Only a slight increase was shown when the 372 

network-wide rhythm was approaching the rhythm termination. These results suggest that s 373 

is not diagnostic for a breakdown in network function. 374 

It may seem counterintuitive that the network burst output did not change during the ablation 375 

sequence (Figure 3, red traces) while the ICAN active sub-network size decreased stepwise 376 

(Figures 4A and 5, as well as n=6 simulations shown in Figure 6). Although the average ICAN 377 

declined during the sequence, network burst output remained stable because ICAN has a 378 
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biphasic influence on the ability to generate action potentials; intra-burst spiking decreases 379 

when ICAN is too low or too high. ICAN generally ensures that inspiratory bursts remain more 380 

robust and larger in magnitude than is needed to sustain rhythmogenesis, q.v., (Kam et al., 381 

2013b). However, the ability of ICAN to enhance burst magnitude causes depolarization block 382 

of spiking when its magnitude is large, which cuts down on the number of spikes per burst 383 

(Rubin et al., 2009) (also see example cells in Figure 3). Thus, as the average ICAN 384 

decreases during the cumulative cell ablation sequence, neurons with low gCAN decrease 385 

burst amplitude and generate fewer intra-burst spikes, whereas other neurons with larger 386 

gCAN generate more intra-burst spikes because the ability of ICAN to cause depolarization 387 

block of spiking is reduced during the course of the ablation sequence. As a result, the 388 

network burst output – as quantified by the running time spike histogram – does not decline.  389 

To further investigate the properties of the ICAN active sub-network during constituent neuron 390 

deletions, we repeatedly simulated the exact same network realization (same as Figure 4, 391 

starting from the same initial conditions) but we stopped the deletion sequence after 0, 4, 10, 392 

and 20 ablations and then continued the simulation for 1025 s to observe steady-state 393 

behavior. Figure 5 shows Poincaré maps of instantaneous burst frequency (left column) and 394 

ICAN active sub-network size (right column) with a corresponding time series of network 395 

activity (insets). Points in the Poincaré maps are color-coded according to elapsed time in 396 

the series.  397 

Under the circumstance of no neuron deletions (Figure 5A), instantaneous frequency and 398 

ICAN active sub-network size remain tightly clustered, which shows the dynamics of the 399 

network fluctuating around a limit cycle. A representative sample shows a point at 0.308 Hz 400 

burst frequency, where the active sub-network size measures 140.  401 

That steady state is impaired after only four deletions. The ICAN active sub-network then 402 

alternates between the former steady state and a new lower state with representative 403 
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instantaneous frequency of 0.247 Hz and active sub-network size of 67 (Figure 5B). The 404 

Poincaré map shows that these two states are repeatedly visited throughout the simulation 405 

(note the spread of color coding in the Poincaré map for the corresponding time series). 406 

When six more neurons are deleted (for a total of 10), the network completes its transition to 407 

the (0.247 Hz, 67) low state (Figure 5C), and the Poincaré map homes in on the lower state 408 

that first appeared in the 4-deletion case (note the yellow and magenta points are 409 

concentrated at the low state).  410 

This steady state (0.247 Hz, 67) remains the sole periodic attractor for the system despite 411 

subsequent cellular ablations 11-19. Nevertheless, another transition occurs after a total of 412 

20 neurons are deleted, leading to a new steady state with representative instantaneous 413 

frequency of 0.223 Hz and an active sub-network of 39 neurons (Figure 5D).  414 

These analyses demonstrate that cumulative deletions diminish the ICAN active sub-network 415 

size in tandem with instantaneous frequency via state-flickering and step-like transitions.  416 

This dynamical behavior observed when passing through critical thresholds is seen in many 417 

other systems, from ecosystems to financial markets (Scheffer et al., 2009). Figure 6 shows 418 

six different network realizations to illustrate that step-like decreases in the active sub-419 

network size and frequency characterize how the system generally behaves in response to 420 

piecewise disassembly, i.e., cumulative cellular ablation.  421 

Role of ICAN in model network bursts 422 

ICAN generates inspiratory bursts in the Rubin-Hayes model. Therefore, it is straightforward to 423 

predict that neurons with greater ICAN, which appear more frequently in the active sub-424 

network, play a more important role in rhythmogenesis. We ordered the neurons according 425 

to average ICAN, which was correlated with in-degree, the number of presynaptic partners 426 

(Figure 7A). Large in-degree did not represent a greater overall synaptic conductance 427 
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because gsyn was scaled according to total number of inputs, i.e., the product of in-degree 428 

and gsyn was uniform among neurons (see Methods). To test whether neurons with larger 429 

ICAN were more important for rhythmogenesis, we ablated neurons according to ICAN ordering 430 

(instead of randomly). Figure 7B shows eight cumulative-ablation simulations (eight different 431 

network realizations, eight random deletion sequences, n=8) in which targeting neurons high 432 

in the ICAN ordering systematically decreased the ablation tally (black triangles, 20±7) 433 

required to stop the rhythm compared to random deletions (cyan circles, 32±9). Conversely, 434 

targeting neurons low in the ICAN ordering systematically raised the ablation tally (magenta 435 

X’s, 46±17) to stop the rhythm. A standard one-way ANOVA showed that there was a 436 

statistically significant effect (∝ = 0.05) of targeting condition on mean ablation tally (F = 437 

9.1723, p = 0.0014). Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the 438 

mean ablation tally for the higher ICAN ordering was significantly different than the lower ICAN 439 

ordering (mean difference = 25.375, SD = 14.9467, p = 0.0009). However, the ablation tallies 440 

of random deletion sequences did not significantly differ from the higher ICAN ordering (mean 441 

difference = 11.75, SD = 14.9467, p = 0.1415). We interpret these data to indicate that the 442 

neurons with higher ICAN tend to play a more important role, and that deleting such neurons 443 

damages the overall ability to spontaneously generate network bursts. Conversely, neurons 444 

with lower ICAN play a less crucial rhythmogenic role, and their selective ablation causes less 445 

deleterious network effects.  446 

ICAN active sub-network analyses of targeted cumulative ablation simulations (Figure 7B, 447 

black triangles) were qualitatively identical to the active sub-network analyses for random 448 

deletion simulations except for their lower tally (not shown). Furthermore, the global and 449 

local metrics for the underlying graph G(n,p) were also the same in targeted cumulative 450 

ablation simulations and were indistinguishable from the results in Figure 2 when plotted 451 

along the same abscissa (percent of total cellular ablations) which normalizes for the lower 452 

ablation tally in targeted cumulative ablation simulations. 453 
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Recurrent excitation and pre-inspiratory latency 454 

To investigate recurrent excitation, we tracked each neuron from its quiescent post-burst 455 

baseline membrane potential until the peak of the subsequent inspiratory burst. Many 456 

neurons begin spiking prior to the inspiratory burst (e.g., Figure 3). Early activation during 457 

the pre-inspiratory phase (i.e., pre-inspiratory latency) has been hypothesized to be a key 458 

rhythmogenic property for 25 years (Smith et al., 1990; Rekling et al., 1996; Rekling and 459 

Feldman, 1998). Pre-inspiratory latency depends overwhelmingly on input resistance; 460 

preBötC neurons with low gleak tend to spike early in their pre-inspiratory phases (Del Negro 461 

et al., 2002a; Koizumi and Smith, 2008).  462 

Figure 8 shows constituent neurons sorted by pre-inspiratory latency for the same network 463 

realization as in Figures 3-5. Latency rank order (earliest activating neurons obtain lower 464 

rank) is plotted versus activation cycle time, i.e., when the first action potential occurs during 465 

the interburst interval. Latency for constituent neurons 1 to ~210 remains relatively fixed 466 

(Figure 8a, b-d lower panels). Individual network cycles are not identical (Carroll and 467 

Ramirez, 2013; Carroll et al., 2013; Kam et al., 2013b) but pre-inspiratory latency for a 468 

neuron generally remains within a few tens of ms from cycle to cycle. An early-spiking 469 

neuron does not convert to a late-spiking one, and vice versa.  470 

Interneurons low in the latency rank order (i.e., rank order 1-210) spike spontaneously and 471 

respond to synaptic input such that by cycle time ~4 s they are ostensibly all active (Figure 472 

8a, b-d lower panels). However, before the network-wide burst occurs, all the remaining 473 

neurons (i.e., rank order >210) need to be recruited. The recruitment curve inflects upward 474 

as excitation spreads to the neurons with highest latency rank order. The network-wide burst 475 

occurs where the recruitment curve is vertical. Cumulative neuron deletions shift the 476 

inflection point of the recruitment curve to higher and higher latency rank order. Sample 477 

bursts at three different time points have their inflection points at neurons with latency rank 478 
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order 213, 230, and 251, respectively (Figure 8a-c, top panels. Note, that the figure legend 479 

reports the time points and ablation tallies that correspond to Figure 8a-d). In the process, 480 

the time required for the network-wide burst to occur lengthens. This recruitment process 481 

can last ~30 s or more for an extensively lesioned network (e.g., Figure 8c top panel).  482 

Cumulative ablations ultimately preclude this final transition to the network-wide burst phase. 483 

For the 200 s of network activity shown in Figure 8d interneurons whose latency rank order 484 

exceeds 251 never activate. 485 

Rate of recurrent excitation 486 

Cumulative neuron ablation impairs recurrent excitation. To measure this deficit we defined 487 

the rate of recurrent excitation during the interburst interval to be the number of neurons that 488 

emerge from quiescence and spike per ms. Note that a constituent neuron may spike during 489 

the interburst interval but then fall quiescent again, and in that case would not be double 490 

counted in our analysis (only the first spike matters). This definition enabled us to measure 491 

the speed of propagation of activity throughout the network. We computed the rate of 492 

recurrent excitation while the network was still functional, as well as after rhythm cessation 493 

by applying a transient stimulus. Whenever the rate of recurrent excitation exceeded 1 494 

neuron/ms a network-wide burst occurred, even when the interburst interval was long. 495 

However, if the rate of recurrent excitation did not reach 1 neuron/ms, then no network-wide 496 

burst could be spontaneously generated (Figure 9a-d, which correspond to Figure 8a-d). 497 

An experimental study showed that glutamate un-caging onto 4-9 preBötC neurons evokes 498 

inspiratory bursts when the network is quiescent (Kam et al., 2013a), which we later 499 

replicated in network models (Wang et al., 2014). To test the hypothesis that a rate of 500 

recurrent excitation exceeding 1 neuron/ms evokes network-wide bursts, we computed the 501 

pre-inspiratory latency and rate of recurrent excitation for a simulated un-caging experiment, 502 

using the network realization from Figure 8.  503 
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The rhythm terminated after 32 ablations in that particular network realization. At 975 s the 504 

ablated network was no longer spontaneously active (Figure 10A), yet simultaneously and 505 

transiently stimulating four neurons (the synaptic gating variable was raised to s = 0.6 for 506 

200 ms) evoked a network-wide burst (Figure 10B), showing that the network was capable 507 

of generating an inspiratory burst, but not autonomously and without sustainable rhythmicity.  508 

DISCUSSION 509 

To understand the composition of the core inspiratory central pattern generator, studies 510 

performed in vivo selectively targeted neurokinin-1 receptor-expressing rhythmogenic 511 

preBötC neurons for saporin poisoning, which resulted in a progressive cumulative lesion 512 

(Gray et al., 2001; McKay et al., 2005). The animals developed pathological and in some 513 

cases fatal breathing phenotypes over the course of several days, during which time saporin 514 

killed off a significant fraction of the rhythmogenic preBötC core. It is not possible to know 515 

how much of the preBötC was destroyed since neither the network size at the start of those 516 

studies, nor the total number of cells killed, was known.  517 

Subsequently, we developed a cell-specific detection and laser ablation methodology to 518 

interrogate preBötC network structure and function, as well as establish quantitative cellular 519 

parameters that govern its operation (Hayes et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013, 2014). We 520 

reported that cumulative destruction of 85 ± 20 (mean ± SD) interneurons derived from 521 

Dbx1-expressing precursors, corresponding to ~15% of the preBötC core population, slowed 522 

and then irreversibly stopped the respiratory rhythm. However, the experiments could not 523 

explain why it slowed down and stopped, so we sought an explanation via modeling. The 524 

model is experimentally well founded. The Rubin-Hayes model (Rubin et al., 2009) as 525 

formulated subsequently by Dunmyre and colleagues (Dunmyre et al., 2011) serves as our 526 

preBötC interneuron. Network size (n) and connection probability (p) were determined 527 

empirically (Hayes et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014). Parameters gNaP and EL were selected 528 
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from a physiologically realistic range of values that yielded networks whose cycle period 529 

matched typical slice rhythms; varying these parameters to maintain the cycle period had no 530 

undue influence on ablation tally (see Figure 1). The Erdős-Rényi configuration was chosen 531 

as a starting point. No existing data suggest that preBötC network structure conforms to 532 

either scale-free or small-world configurations, which are reasonable alternative paradigms 533 

(Watts and Strogatz, 1998; Barabási and Albert, 1999; Newman, 2010). 534 

The model preBötC remains topologically strongly connected in response to cumulative 535 

ablation of its constituent neurons, as we determined by a suite of global and local metrics. 536 

To more deeply assess the effects of cumulative ablation we had to screen the network for 537 

measures of activity: if a presynaptic neuron is spiking and the postsynaptic neuron registers 538 

synaptic potentials (which can be monitored via ICAN, INaP, Isyn, or s) then these partners are 539 

ostensibly part of the active sub-network.  540 

These criteria enabled us to quantify how cumulative ablations degrade the size and 541 

rhythmic frequency of the system. Active sub-networks based on INaP, Isyn, or s did not reveal 542 

degradation of the core oscillator network during ablation sequences. The ICAN active sub-543 

network, however, did degenerate progressively. Curiously, the ICAN active sub-network did 544 

not degrade smoothly but rather decreased in stepwise transitions. These step-like changes 545 

in frequency and size were novel and completely non-intuitive results in a respiratory 546 

network modeling study. Although each network realization is unique, step-like degradation 547 

of the ICAN active sub-network was a characteristic pattern that occurred in every simulated 548 

experiment. The steps occurred at unpredictable intervals such that stable periodic regimes 549 

could be maintained during several consecutive cellular ablations before another transition. 550 

These transitions often (but not always) exhibited bistability where the ICAN active sub-551 

network alternated between two states, each having a characteristic active sub-network size 552 

and network-wide burst frequency. These results indicate that the core oscillator defends 553 

stable periodic regimes, and can do so over the course of sequential deletions (e.g., 554 
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ablations 11-19, see Figure 4A). Nevertheless, as constituent cells are lost to ablation, the 555 

ICAN active sub-network gets progressively smaller and the rhythm slows down in tandem 556 

until spontaneous functionality is unsustainable.  557 

Based on previously published modeling results (Wang et al., 2014), this study provides a 558 

more complete explanation for rhythm cessation in the preBötC in response to cumulative 559 

neuron deletions. Additionally, we define and then analyze active sub-networks to discover 560 

that ICAN coupled with in-degree is an important factor to explain burst initiation and the 561 

sustainability of spontaneous rhythms. Finally, we discovered that the rate of recurrent 562 

excitation is the key factor for maintaining spontaneous rhythmogenic function in the network 563 

model. By rank ordering the neurons by pre-inspiratory latency, we found that cumulative 564 

neuron deletions would decelerate the process of recurrent excitation such that when the 565 

rate of recurrent excitation fails to achieve a threshold of 1 neuron/ms, then spontaneous 566 

rhythm and burst generation is precluded (further discussed below).  567 

Cellular factors that contribute importantly to rhythmogenesis 568 

As a synaptically triggered inward current, ICAN manifests postsynaptic burst-generating 569 

capacity. We ordered constituent neurons based on average ICAN magnitude, which 570 

positively correlated with in-degree. Constituent large in-degree neurons have a greater 571 

probability of synaptic inputs arriving synchronously, compared to lower in-degree neurons, 572 

which maximizes ICAN activation. In selective targeting experiments that preferentially ablated 573 

cells according to ICAN rank-order, rhythm cessation occurred at lower tallies, which verifies 574 

the importance of ICAN for rhythmogenesis in this model system.  575 

Inspiratory burst generation relies on ICAN in the Rubin-Hayes model (Rubin et al., 2009), as 576 

well as in other contemporary models (Toporikova and Butera, 2011; Jasinski et al., 2013)  577 

Experimental evidence shows that ICAN is expressed in preBötC neurons and contributes 578 

substantially to bursts (Crowder et al., 2007; Pace et al., 2007a; Mironov, 2008, 2013; Pace 579 
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and Del Negro, 2008; Rubin et al., 2009; Mironov and Skorova, 2011). Nevertheless, the 580 

importance of ICAN and burst generation has recently been challenged by an alternative 581 

mechanism based on less intense ‘burstlets’ that may reflect recurrent excitation at the 582 

network level in the absence of robust bursts and motor output (Kam et al., 2013a). Our 583 

modeling framework could be correct – or correct in part – about recurrent excitation and 584 

network dynamics, while wrongly asserting the central importance of ICAN, but that remains to 585 

be evaluated. 586 

The other major cellular property that promotes network rhythmogenesis was gleaned from 587 

pre-inspiratory latency analysis. Constituent neurons with high input resistance (low gleak) are 588 

more sensitive to incoming synaptic inputs, which enhance graded potentials 589 

postsynaptically and lead to early spiking in the pre-inspiratory phase. Therefore, these high 590 

input resistance neurons play a more important role than those with low input resistance in 591 

the process of recurrent excitation. This conclusion has considerable experimental credibility 592 

(Del Negro et al., 2002a; Koizumi and Smith, 2008).  593 

We rank-ordered the constituent neurons according to pre-inspiratory latency and plotted 594 

latency rank order versus cycle time (Figure 8). The slope of this curve (its derivative) 595 

quantifies constituent neurons recruited per unit time, a measure of the rate of recurrent 596 

excitation (Figure 9). Whether spontaneously active, or evoked to burst via a transient 597 

stimulus, if the rate of recurrent excitation does not achieve 1 neuron/ms, then a network-598 

wide burst cannot occur. Therefore, rhythm cessation reflects not destruction of network 599 

topology or diminution of excitability, but rather impediments in the ability of excitation to 600 

spread through network constituents and achieve a threshold recruitment rate, which here 601 

measured 1 neuron/ms.  602 

This threshold rate pertains to the model network assembled from Rubin-Hayes neurons 603 

according to parameters listed above (Materials and methods). The real system – or other 604 
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models – may exhibit a slightly different threshold rate, but our analyses suggest that a 605 

particular threshold rate of recurrent excitation most likely exists and governs when 606 

spontaneous rhythms are sustainable in the preBötC whether studied in vivo, in vitro, or in 607 

silico. 608 

INaP is widely expressed in preBötC neurons. Here we set gNaP to 1 nS, which facilitates the 609 

richest set of dynamical behaviors in the Rubin-Hayes model (Dunmyre et al., 2011). INaP is a 610 

predominantly somatic current that facilitates high frequency intra-burst spiking which also 611 

underlies voltage-dependent bursting in preBötC neurons after synaptic isolation (Del Negro 612 

et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2005; Peña et al., 2004; Ptak et al., 2005). However, inspiratory 613 

synaptic drive appears to be largely mediated by convolved synaptic intrinsic currents and 614 

expressed on dendrites (Pace et al., 2007a; Mironov, 2008; Pace and Del Negro, 2008; Del 615 

Negro et al., 2011). Synaptic integration does not appear to be boosted by INaP (Pace et al., 616 

2007b; Koizumi and Smith, 2008). Elevating gNaP, while balancing EL to maintain slice-like 617 

cycle period in the network, did not systematically influence the ablation tally needed to 618 

cause rhythm cessation. Furthermore, INaP active sub-networks did not degrade in response 619 

to cumulative ablations (see Figure 4B). Therefore, in Erdős-Rényi-structured preBötC-like 620 

networks assembled from Rubin-Hayes interneuron models, we conclude that INaP does not 621 

play a specialized rhythmogenic role. Nevertheless, the role of INaP continues to be 622 

investigated at different stages of development, in different physiological states (e.g., 623 

hypoxia and hypercapnia), and in different model organisms (e.g., rats, mice, and hamsters, 624 

among others). 625 

Disparities between experiments and simulations 626 

In experiments we observed an exponential relaxation of the respiratory motor output 627 

amplitude in response to 10-15 cumulative Dbx1 neuron deletions (Wang et al., 2014). 628 

However, no such precipitous decrement in output amplitude occurred in simulations.  629 
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Experimentally the amplitude of respiratory motor output is monitored via hypoglossal (XII) 630 

nerve discharge (Funk and Greer, 2013). Dbx1 preBötC neurons in some cases project to 631 

the XII nucleus and thus serve in a premotor capacity (Wang et al., 2014). Deleting such 632 

neurons experimentally would presumably impair burst output amplitude without obligatory 633 

effects on burst frequency. In contrast, the amplitude in simulations is computed from the 634 

running-time spike histogram, which is based on the raster plot of preBötC rhythmogenic 635 

neurons. As explained earlier, ICAN has a biphasic influence on action potential generation. 636 

Intra-burst spiking decreases when ICAN is too low or too high. Therefore, as constituent 637 

neurons are deleted from the network and the overall ICAN decreases, spike output capability 638 

is enhanced in some neurons, while in others that capability is diminished; the net result is 639 

that network-wide intra-burst spiking is maintained in the model system despite cumulative 640 

cellular ablations. This model does not account for the premotor population. Here, each 641 

model neuron contributes equally to the rhythmic amplitude. We contend that a more 642 

complete simulation of the respiratory brainstem network, which accounts for an intercalated 643 

premotor population of Dbx1 neurons will be necessary to fully replicate the experimental 644 

results, particularly the drop in amplitude in response to cumulative ablation (Wang et al., 645 

2014).  646 

Experimentally, 85±20 constituent neuron deletions irreversibly terminated the respiratory 647 

rhythm (Wang et al., 2014), whereas the tally measured 39.1 ± 13.2 (mean ± SD) in 648 

simulations. What can explain this disparity? 649 

We detected 705 Dbx1 neurons in the preBötC experimentally. Putative rhythmogenic 650 

neurons were identified by fluorescent protein expression despite the fact that Dbx1 derived 651 

neurons are not limited to the preBötC and that not all valid Dbx1 targets are respiratory 652 

(Bouvier et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2010; Picardo et al., 2013). In addition, a subset of Dbx1 653 

preBötC neurons projects directly to the XII motor nucleus and thus may consist of premotor 654 

rather than rhythm-generating interneurons. Deleting these neurons is superfluous with 655 
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regard to the tally of cellular ablations required to impair network functionality (Wang et al., 656 

2014). By contrast, our simulations assume that all constituent neurons in the model network 657 

are rhythmogenic therefore removing any one of them can diminish network functionality. 658 

The biphasic effect of ICAN on intra-burst spiking (see ‘Active sub-network analysis’ in 659 

Results) explains why the amplitude of inspiratory burst-related spiking does not decrease 660 

despite progressive decreases in the average magnitude of ICAN. 661 

Another possible reason for the disparity in the ablation tallies may pertain to discrepancies 662 

in network complexity. The actual topology of the Dbx1 interneuron network in the preBötC 663 

remains unknown. Our model is reasonably well configured based on empirical data but it 664 

may lack clustering effects among constituent neurons that, in the real system, would endow 665 

greater robustness and increase the ablation tally needed stop the rhythm. We used Erdős-666 

Rényi graphs for network structure because it is the most generalized random network 667 

model without any additional assumptions on the intrinsic positional differences among 668 

neurons such as hubs or small-world properties. Thus, special network structures (e.g., hubs 669 

or small worlds) cannot explain rhythm cessation following cumulative cellular ablation.  670 

Even though the experimental and simulation tallies are different, we contend that the model 671 

may provide insights into why the real preBötC core oscillator ceases spontaneous function 672 

when subjected to piecewise disassembly in vivo or in vitro. Cellular ablations do not destroy 673 

the structure of the underlying network (its constituent cells remain connected formally even 674 

after 30% of the network is removed), but rather hinder the rate at which neurons can recruit 675 

one another to start spiking in the interburst interval, i.e., the rate of recurrent excitation. For 676 

arrhythmic conditions, such as the in vitro model in its lesioned state, or the preBötC under 677 

pathological conditions in vivo (including saporin lesions or disease states leading to 678 

respiratory failure) our analyses suggest that restoration of network functionality may be 679 

possible if simultaneous activation of several units can be accomplished via exogenous 680 

stimulation or the strength of excitatory transmission among constituent neurons can be 681 
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augmented. 682 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 826 

Figure 1  827 

Networks of Dbx1 preBötC neurons with various EL and gNaP. Blocks show the mean cycle 828 

period according to the colorimetric scale (right) for one 30-second simulation on the same 829 

network realization without any neuron deletions of each (EL, gNaP) pair. Ablation tallies on 830 

representative parameter sets are indicated on corresponding blocks. The dotted white line 831 

encloses all (EL, gNaP) pairs that produce a mean cycle period of 3.5-5 s.  832 

Figure 2 833 

Cumulative cellular ablations in the model preBötC network. Running time spike histogram 834 

(top, red) and plots of rhythmic burst frequency and six discrete network metrics (global and 835 

local). The simulated experiment where a total of 100 neurons were deleted (one per 25 836 

simulated seconds) in sequence was repeated 15 times. The running time spike histogram is 837 

shown for one representative simulation. The top trace shows inspiratory-like burst 838 

frequency (Hz) for all 15 simulations. The abscissa (percent of total cellular ablations) is the 839 

same for frequency and all discrete network metrics. Local cluster coefficient (LCC), 840 

closeness centrality (CC), and betweenness centrality (BC) are plotted for each neuron in 841 

the deletion sequence. The number of strongly connected components (SCC), K-core and 842 

in-degree are plotted for neurons in the remaining network during the ablation sequence. 843 

Blue symbols show the average metric (for 15 simulations) during the deletion sequence; 844 

these quantities were no longer computed after the 100th ablation. Red symbols show the 845 

scattered data points for all individual 15 simulations.  846 

Figure 3  847 

Model network bursts do not diminish during ablations sequences. Running time spike 848 
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histogram (top, red) for one experiment. Time calibration (1 min) is displayed. a, The fifth 849 

network-wide burst. b, A network-wide burst after 21 deletions. c, The last network-wide 850 

burst after 31 deletions. The running time spike histogram (vertical calibration 10 spikes/ms) 851 

and average membrane potential (VM, vertical calibration 20 mV) for all remaining neurons in 852 

the network for network-wide bursts (a, b, and c) are shown at higher sweep speed. Cells 853 

190, 42 and 271 from the model system are shown individually. Baseline membrane 854 

potential (–60 mV) and time calibration (1 s) apply to all traces.  855 

Figure 4 856 

Active sub-network properties for a sequence of inspiratory-like bursts given different ICAN 857 

thresholds. A, Active sub-network size (number of neurons) for five representative ICAN 858 

thresholds (indicated above each trace) plotted versus sequential burst indices (1-213) for 859 

one simulation. Color represents different threshold values. Arrows indicate deletions 0, 4, 860 

10, and 20. B, Active sub-network size (number of neurons) for five representative INaP 861 

thresholds (indicated above each trace) plotted versus sequential burst indices (1-213) for 862 

one simulation. C, Active sub-network size (number of neurons) for five representative Isyn 863 

thresholds (indicated above each trace) plotted versus sequential burst indices (1-213) for 864 

one simulation. D, Active sub-network size (number of neurons) for five representative s 865 

thresholds (indicated above each trace) plotted versus sequential burst indices (1-213) for 866 

one simulation. 867 

Figure 5  868 

Poincaré maps of instantaneous burst frequency and active sub-network size. Each panel 869 

shows the map for frequency or active sub-network size for the cycle i+1 plotted versus the 870 

prior cycle (i). Frequency maps are at left (black to yellow). Active sub-network size maps 871 

are at right (cyan to magenta). Each Poincaré map features an inset of the time series, 872 

where temporal relations are color coded to points in the map. Vertical calibrations are given 873 
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in panel (A). A, Poincaré maps without any neuron deletions. B, C, and D show the same 874 

information for the same network realization as (A) where the ablation tally was frozen after 875 

4, 10, or 20 ablations respectively.  876 

Figure 6  877 

Group data for instantaneous frequency and active sub-network size. Instantaneous 878 

frequency (Hz) and active sub-network size (number of neurons) at threshold θ7 = –3.5 pA 879 

are plotted for cumulative neuron deletion simulations on six different network realizations. 880 

Black traces show instantaneous frequency (Hz); red traces show active sub-network size 881 

(number of neurons) for each cycle period, plotted versus the percentage of total cellular 882 

ablations (%).  883 

Figure 7  884 

In-degree correlates with normalized ICAN ordering and targeted ablation tallies. A, Linear 885 

regression between in-degree (unitless) and normalized ICAN ordering among neurons in the 886 

same network. ICAN order was computed based on the maximum number of appearances in 887 

the active sub-network given 15 different thresholds. Blue symbols show the scattered 888 

distribution of in-degrees and normalized ICAN ordering. Linear fit is shown by a dotted line. 889 

B, Ablation tallies (number of neurons) for three deletion strategies on different network 890 

realizations (n=8). X-symbols mark the tally from eight different simulations where low ICAN-891 

order neurons were selectively ablated. Triangles mark when high ICAN-order neurons were 892 

selectively ablated. Circles mark the tally for random neuron deletions (control default 893 

strategy).  894 

Figure 8  895 

Latency rank order of all constituent neurons in the network at four specific time points in a 896 

simulation. Upper panel (red) shows the running time spike histogram for a random neuron 897 
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deletion simulation. a, b, and c indicate three cycles leading to network-wide bursts (at time 898 

points 16 s, 557 s, 814 s, respectively). d indicates the time after the last burst. The middle 899 

panel shows the latency rank order (defined in Results) for cycles a, b, and c and after 900 

rhythm termination (d) plotted versus cycle time (in units of s). The dotted line indicates 901 

latency rank order (unitless) of the neuron after which the curve inflects upward, leading to a 902 

network-wide burst. The lower panel shows the same data as the middle panel but where 903 

cycle time is limited to 0-4 s, emphasizing the similarity of b, c, and d.  904 

Figure 9  905 

Rate of recurrent excitation (neurons/ms) plotted at four specific time points in a simulation 906 

(same time points as in Figure 8). Dotted line in each panel indicates the threshold rate (1 907 

neuron/ms); see text for details.  908 

Figure 10  909 

Stimulation of four individual constituent neurons (which remain the network after cumulative 910 

ablation stops rhythmicity) evokes a network-wide burst and accelerates the rate of recurrent 911 

excitation. For the same network realization and random neuron deletion sequence as in 912 

Figures 8 and 9, A and B, Running time spike histogram (10 spks/ms) versus cycle time. 913 

Time calibration applies to both traces. At right, the rate of recurrent excitation (right,) is 914 

plotted versus cycle time (s), where the cycle time is re-initialized to zero immediately 915 

following the final network-wide burst. The dotted line indicates the threshold rate of 1 916 

neuron/ms (also see Figure 9). Panel (B) differs from (A) only in that four neurons are 917 

transiently stimulated three simulated minutes after rhythm cessation (see Materials and 918 

Methods for details of stimulation). 919 
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